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Ionosphere

I The ionosphere is an ionized region of the atmosphere
between about 70km to 2000 km

I Behaviour is driven by solar photoionization, interactions with
the neutral atmosphere and magnetic field

I i.e. things that are not in the ionosphere



Ionosphere

The ionosphere:

I Causes ranging errors and
signal disruption for GPS
signals

I Serves as a reflecting surface
for HF radio signals

I Distortion in radio telescope
imaging



Modelling the Ionosphere

From J.S. Shim et al. [2011]

I Empirical climatological electron
density models (IRI, ECHAIM)
primarily capture monthly median
behaviour

I Measurements of ionospheric
drivers lack resolution or are
missing entirely

I Existing physics-based models and
assimilations often perform worse
than empirical climatological
models at high latitudes



Near-Real-Time Data Assimilation

Near-Real-Time GNSS Receivers at High Latitudes

GNSS Receivers (Near Real Time)
Assimilation Boundary

Objectives:

I Model the electron density in an
assimilation region above 45o

magnetic latitude

I Demonstrate an improvement over
climatological models

I Use a sequential data assimilation
with results available with < 2
hour latency (near-real-time)

I Have the assimilation operate
continuously with minimal human
interaction
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Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

Mean number of GNSS Ray Intersections on a 1 o  Lat  2 o  Lon  25km Altitude Voxel Grid
 during the period 03-Sep-2017 to 12-Sep-2017

GNSS Receivers (Near Real Time)
Assimilation Boundary
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I Most of our data comes from
GNSS stations

I Only provide a measurement of the
integrated electron density along
line-of-sight to the satellite (i.e.
slant Total Electron Content or
sTEC

I This data is sparsely and unevenly
distributed, and we need multiple
measurements from independent
stations to get information



State Space

I We can instead use a
nonlinear function to
constrain our ionosphere to
take a physically realistic
form

I Using discrete points for an
electron density profile can
produce unphysical results



State Space

I The vertical electron density profile is
modelled as an semi-Epstein layer with the
form:

Ne(h, s) := sNmF2 · sech2
(h − shmF2

H(h, s)

)
(1)

where H(h, s) is a scale thickness
determined by a nonlinear function of
altitude h and 8 profile shape parameters

I These parameters are mapped spatially
using spherical cap harmonics to give a
complete description of the ionosphere.



State Space

I We define our state as a set of perturbation fields on each of the
background model parameters.

I This allows us to reduce the size of our state space down to 50− 100
variables

I The changes in the background model from timestep to timestep are
what propagates our state forward in time

I This means we need a short time interval between assimilation steps,
and we could be sensitive to the choice of background model
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Data Assimilation

I Use a sequential importance sampling particle filter with
systematic resampling

I Each particle is given an associated velocity which propagates
it forward in time

I Ensemble size N = 3000 particles

I Integration time of 15 minutes per step

I Peak density NmF2 has 7 orders of spherical cap harmonics
(49 variables), all others have 2 orders (61 variables total)

I Attempt to reconstruct a simulated ’truth’ ionosphere using
the Empirical High Arctic Ionospheric Model (ECHAIM)



Validation: Simulating data

Simulate data over the period of Sep.
4th - Sep. 14th, 2017 Compare two
choice of background model:

1. Use ECHAIM as a background
model, storm model off, same date
range but shifted by one year to
Sep. 4th - Sep. 14th, 2018
(background is close to truth)

2. Use the International Reference
Ionosphere (IRI) as a background
model (background is not similar
to truth)



Background Model Vs. Data

ECHAIM

IRI

Data



Validation: Simulating Data

I The real ionosphere has spatial variations on a much smaller
scale than we can represent

I These variations are not random noise, but are persistent and
evolve in time

I Can at least approximate these structures using real
GNSS-derived vertical TEC data.



Validation: Simulating Data

We can then raytrace through the perturbed ionosphere to produce
simulated data
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Overall Electron Density RMSE

ECHAIM

IRI

I The assimilation is
able to make
improvements to
either background
model

I The RMS Error in
electron density is
comparable



RMSE by Altitude

ECHAIM - Assimilated

ECHAIM

IRI - Assimilated

IRI

(blue is better)

I The ECHAIM
background tends to
already agree with
the data in the
bottomside

I Most of the
improvement is in the
peak and the topside
for both models



Improvement in RMSE by Altitude

ECHAIM

IRI

(blue is better)

I The ECHAIM
background tends to
already agree with
the data in the
bottomside

I Most of the
improvement is in the
peak and the topside
for both models



RMSE by Lat/Lon

ECHAIM

IRI

(blue is better)

I Significant
improvement in the
sub-auroral and polar
cap latitudes

I The auroral region
shows a less dramatic
improvement



Improvement in RMSE by Lat/Lon

ECHAIM

IRI

(blue is better)

I Both models show
improvements in
different regions, but
primarily over the
United States and
Europe, where there
is a greater
concentration of
GNSS stations

I Improvement is
generally weaker over
the Russian sector
and the oceans



Conclusion

I Particle filters can allow us to use constrained state spaces
with relatively few parameters

I With the data available in near-real-time, it is possible to
improve upon existing climatological ionospheric models on a
hemispheric scale
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Data



Sequential Importance Sampling Particle Filter

Our estimate of the true state xn at a time tn is

x̂n =
∑
i

w i
nX

i
n (2)

where the weights w i
n ∈ [0, 1] are determined for each ensemble

member (particle) Xi
n based on:

I Particle weight at the previous timestep w i
n−1

I Distance between the observations zn and the prediction for
that particle H(Xi

n)



Particle Weights and Resampling

I Particle weights tends to concentrate, meaning most particles
have nearly zero weight

I We can do resampling, where we generate a new ensemble by
replacing low weight particles with copies of high weight
particles

I Unlike an EnKF, a particle filter cannot produce a result
outside of the span of its members Xi

n

I How do we propagate the particles forward in time without a
model, while ensuring we span the correct solution?

I No obvious choices of distribution to sample from



Particle Filter

I Give each particle Xi
n a velocity Vi

n such that
Xi

n = Xi
n−1 + Vi

n−1

I The particles move in a ’potential’ derived from the sample
variance P of the particles.

I Velocities are adjusted as Vi
n = Vi

n−1
p(Xi

n−1)

p(Xi
n)

I When particles are resampled, the child particles are given a
new velocity which is the mean between their old velocity and
the velocity of their parent particle



Particle Filter

I These velocities tend to
reach an equilibrium state,
as the highest velocity
particles get replaced in
resampling

I These velocities allow the
particle filter to remember
the history of its variance,
even when resampling

I Allow us to ideally span the
correct solution when we
have no a priori information
on the ranges of our
parameters



Data Sparsity



Spatial Detrending with 4th Order



Fitting High-Frequency Variations with 14th Order



Adding Noise to each ECHAIM Parameter



High-Frequency Variations: Parameters



High-Frequency Variations: vTEC



Statistical Comparison over 24 Hours
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Data: Ionosondes

I Vertical HF sounders that can provide electron density
measurements of the bottomside.

I Gives direct measurement of the peak parameters foF2
(NmF2) and hmF2

I Often cannot provide data during high activity periods



Data: Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

GNSS Receivers at High Latitudes

GNNS Receivers (Daily)
GNSS Receivers (Near Real Time)

I Over 1000 stations providing
near-real-time data

I Only provide a measurement of the
integrated electron density along
line-of-sight to the satellite (i.e.
slant Total Electron Content or
sTEC

I Assimilation is a tomography
problem

I Directly resolving vertical structure
requires multiple intersecting rays
per gride point



Tomography

Mean number of GNSS Ray Intersections on a 1 o  Lat  2 o  Lon  25km Altitude Voxel Grid
 during the period 03-Sep-2017 to 12-Sep-2017

GNSS Receivers (Near Real Time)
Assimilation Boundary
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I Ionospheric tomography works best
when you have dense, evenly
spaced receivers

I Without physics models to spread
information and constrain results,
most grid points are never updated
or are pushed to unphysical values

I We can reduce the size of the state
space dramatically by
reparameterizing our state space



State Space

I We need a certain order of basis functions (i.e. 12) to fit the
output background empirical model, giving us coefficients mj

I Define our state x as a series of perturbations on the
background model coefficients

s j(xj , θ, λ) = exp
[

log
( Nbg∑

n=0

mj
nΦn(θ, λ)

)
+

Nx∑
n=0

x jnΦn(θ, λ)
]
(3)

I The we can use fewer coefficients for the perturbations, and
choose the ’resolution’ of each of the parameters
independently (e.g. use 6 orders for NmF2, but only 2 orders
for hmF2)



State Space

In the simulation runs presented here:

I We used 12 orders of spherical cap harmonics to fit the
background model

I Only perturbed four of the profile shape parameters:

Profile Parameter Basis Order # of Parameters

NmF2 6th order 49

hmF2 1st order 4

HTop 1st order 4

HBot 1st order 4

I We no longer have a grid, and our state space now only
consists of 61 parameters
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